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Q. Where does Reiki energy come from?
A. Reiki energy is a subtle energy. It is different that electricity or chemical energy or other kinds of physical energy. Reiki energy comes from the "Source of All That Is", the "Source of Great Love" which exists on higer dimensions than the physical dimension that we are familiar with. When we do Reiki the energy flows from a transcendental part of ourselves that is connected to an infinite supply of healing energy. 

Q. Is Reiki a religion?
A. Although Reiki energy is spiritual in nature, it is not a religion. Practitioners are not asked to change any religious or spiritual beliefs they may have. They are free to continue believing anything they choose and are encouraged to make their own decisions concerning the nature of their religious practices. 

Q. How is a Reiki treatment given?
A. In a standar treatment Reiki energy flows from the practitioners' hands into the client. The client is usually lying on a massage table, but treatments can also be given while the client is seated or even standing. The client remains fully clothed. The practitioner places her/his hands on or near the clients's body in a series of hand positions. Each position is held for three to ten minutes depending on how much Reiki the client needs at each position. The whole treatment usually lasts between 45 and 90 minutes. 

Q. What does a Reiki treatment feel like?
A. What one experiences during a Reiki treatment varies somewhat from person to person. However, feelings of deep relaxation are usually felt by all. In addition, many feel a wonderful glowing radiance that flows through and surrounds them. As the Reiki energy encourages one to let go of all tension, anxiety, fear or other negative feelings, a state of peace and well-being is experienced. At the end of the treatment, one may feel refreshed with a more positive, balanced outlook. 

Q. What can be treated with Reiki?
A. Reiki has a positive effect on all forms of illness and negative conditions. This includes minor things as well as serious illness. Reiki always helps and in some cases people have experienced complete healing which has been confirmed by medical tests before and after the Reiki treatments. However, while some have experienced miracles. they cannot be guaranteed. Stress reduction with some improvement in one's physical and psychological condition are what most experience. 

Q. Does one have to stop seeing a regular doctor or psychologist in order to receive a Reiki treatment?
A. No. Reiki works in conjunction with regular medical  or psychological treatment. If one has a medical or psychological condition, it is recommended that one see a licenced health care professional in addition to receiving Reiki treatments. Reiki energy works in harmony with all other forms of healing, including drugs, surgery, psychological care or any other method of alternative care, and may improve the results. 


Q. Who can learn to do Reiki?
A. Reiki is a very simple technique to learn and is not dependent on one having any prior experience with healing, meditation or any other kind of training. It has been successfully learned by over one million people from all walks of life, both young and old. The reason it is so easy to learn  is that it is not taught in the usual way something is taught. The ability to do Reiki is simply transferred from the teacher to the student through a process called an attunement that takes places during a Reiki class. As soon as one receives an attunement, you have the ability to do Reiki and after that, whenever one places their hands on themselves or another person with the intention of doing Reiki, the healing energy will automatically begin flowing. It also gets stronger and stronger the more it is used. 

Q. How long does it take to learn Reiki?
A. A beginning Reiki class is taught in one day. Along with the attunement, it is necessary that the student be shown how to give treatments and also to practice giving treatments in the class. 

Q. What is a Reiki attunement?
A. A Reiki attunement is the process by which a person receives the ability to give Reiki treatments. The attunement is administered by the Reiki Master during the Reiki class. During the attunement, the Reiki Master will touch the student's head, shoulders and ahnds and use one or more special breathing techniques. The attunement energies will flow through the Reiki Master and into the student. These special energies are guided by the Higher Power and make adjustments in the students' energy pathways and connect the student to the Source of Reiki. Because the energetic aspect of the attunement is guided by the Higher Power, it adjusts itself to be exactly right for each student. During the attunement, some students feel the warmth in their hands, others may see colours or have visions of spiritual being or places. However. it is not necessary to have an inner experience for the attunement to have worked. Most simply feel more relaxed. 

Q. Can I treat myself?
A. Yes, once you have received the attunement, you can treat yourself as well as others. This is one of the unique features of Reiki. 

Q. I have heard that Reiki can be sent to others at a distance. How does that work?
A. Yes, in Reiki II, you are given three Reiki symbols. These symbols are empowered by the Reiki II attunement. One of these symbols is for distant healing. You can send Reiki no matter where they are. They could be hundreds of miles away, it makes no difference. The Reiki energy will help them too. 

Q. How many levels are there to Reiki training?
A. In the Usui system of Reiki there are four levels. These include, One, Two, Master/Practitioner and Master/Teacher. 

Q. What does it feel like to give a treatment?
A. When giving a Reiki treatment, the Reiki energy flows through the practitioner before leaving the hands and flowing into the client. Because of this, the practitioner receives a treatment too. As the Reiki energy flows through the practitioner, she/he will feel more relaxed and uplifted. Spiritual experiences sometimes take place. The practitioner sometimes receives insights about what the client needs to know to heal more deeply. 
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